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SmartImpact will explore and develop the innovation 
management tools for municipalities needed to finance, 

build, manage and operate a smart city. 

SmartImpact members will develop approaches that 
support decision making, investments, management and 
maintenance of those smart solutions that help achieving 

the city’s development goals.

About SmartImpact



SmartImpact can help to move smart cities from 
pilot projects to everyday business!



Kick Off Meeting, Dublin – June 2016
9 of the 10 member cities met on 16-17 June in Dublin to kick-start the 
URBACT III network, SmartImpact.

1. Define the agenda for the 24 months of SmartImpact 

2. Discuss the proposed content of the integrated action plans 

3. Identify the main challenges to be addressed & questions to be 
answered through SmartImpact.

Goals of the meeting:



Agenda

Thursday, June 16th, 2016

9.30 Welcome & introduction

9.45 Insights into smart city Dublin

10.00 Picking up the threads / recap

10.45 Show and Tell – URBACT Local Group and Integrated Action Plans from each partner 

12.30 Peer review process for integrated action plans

13.00 p.m. Visit to Dogpatch Labs and presentation on entrepreneurs global hub accelerator

14.00 Stakeholder engagement (Dublin)

14.15 Think and prepare – Tandem sessions on the themes (Groupwork)

16.30 Generating smart policies? Preparing for Stockholm

17.30 p.m. Visit to EPIC digital museum - the history of emigration from Ireland 

Friday, June 17th, 2016

9:00 Learning contract

9:15 Communications strategy

9:30 Techniques – maturity model

10:00 Theme review

11:00 Network business / individual discussions with coordinating partnre

13:00 Meeting Close



Network Level: Transnational Meetings, Lead Partner + Lead Expert

Local Level: ULG
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Network Level: Transnational Meetings, Lead Partner + Lead Expert Results
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How We Work:

Smart 
Policies

Organisational
Development

Data 
integration

Innovation
Ecosystems

Smart Financing 
& Procurement

L: Stockholm
F: Suceava

L: Guadalajara
F: Miskolc

L: Porto
F: Zagreb

L: Dublin
F: Smolyan

L: Eindhoven
F: Manchester

Stockholm
Oct 17/18 2016

Miskolc
Jan 2017

Zagreb
April 2017

Porto
June 2017

Guadalajara
Sept 2017



ULG Level: Presentation & Crash-testing of Integrated Action Plans Results
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How We Work:

Porto

Stockholm
Oct 17/18 2016

Miskolc
Jan 2017

Zagreb
April 2017

Porto
June 2017

Guadalajara
Sept 2017

Manchester 

Org. Development
& Smart Financing

Smart Financing &
Innovation Ecosystem

Smolyen

Tbd.

Tbd. Tbd. Tbd.

Tbd. Tbd. Tbd. Tbd.



Smart 
Policies

Organisational
Development

Data 
Integration

Innovation
Ecosystems

Smart Financing 
& Procurement

Thematic Areas and 
Partner Learning 
Needs



Smart Policies  - Regulations & Incentives

Q1: What are good examples of smart policies (regulations, incentives, 
nudges) from the partner cities? 

Q2: What tactics to implement those policies, have proven to be 
successful?

Q3: What are challenges in partner cities that could be solved through 
smart policies?

SmartImpact Learning Needs



Smart Policies - Regulations & Incentives

Mobility

• Congestion
charge

• Low emission 
zones

• Parking

• EV incentives

• Public 
Transportation

• Biking

• Sustainable 
Logistics

ICT

• Centralised data 
management

• Public sector 
information 
regulation 

• Open data portal 
/ strategy

• Fibre optic 
regulation & 
provision

Energy

• Energy efficiency 
regulations

• CO2 taxes and 
emission trading 
schemes

• Feed-in tariffs 
for RE 

• Incentives for 
installation of RE

• Regulation for 
the local energy 
provider

Buildings

• Refurbishment 
incentives

• Building code 
(energetic 
requirements)

• Life cycle 
analysis

• Regulation of 
investors (e.g. to 
install RE)



Q1: What are the data requirements (technology, contract and other) to 
integrate urban services from different providers?

Q2: What are criteria for defining data, key indicators and their connection?

Q3: Who should and who should not have access to which types of different 
datasets? 

Q4:  What are appropriate tools to anonymise data on an urban platform? 

Data integration & urban platforms

SmartImpact Learning Needs



Data integration & urban platforms

Urban data 
platforms & 
architecture

Big data 
analytics 

(real time)

Management 
of data & 
service

providers

Development 
of new smart 

services

Provision of e-
services / e-
government



Q1: How do we ensure a strong leadership for “Smart solutions” in our cities? 
How can we achieve “buy in from the top”?

Q2: How can we address the problem of fragmentation and silos through a 
central coordination structure and through business process management?

Q3: How can we build an appropriate engagement model and build greater 
awareness of the opportunities within municipality workers and citizens 
(learning organization)?

Organisational Development

SmartImpact Learning Needs



Organisational Development

Establishment of a 
learning organisation 
within the city 
administration

Creation of 
administrative 
structures for

cross-departmental 
management of 

processes

Establishment of 
smart city 

advisory boards

Definition of 
indicators, creation 
of  performance 
measurement
systems

Strategic smart 
city management
based on clear 
objectives and 
modern mgmt. 
tools

Integrated & long-
term planning based 

on holistic value 
creation



Procurement & Finances

How can we create large and innovative procurement propositions across 
departments?

Q1: What is needed to achieve culture change in procurement teams and 
policies to secure a more innovative procurement approach? 

Q2: How can we secure political support and how can we mature our 
governance to operate in a more innovative way?

Q3: How can we quantify, measure and capture benefits of connected solutions 
and innovations ? And how can we allocate the benefits to beneficiaries?

SmartImpact Learning Needs



Smart Financing and Procurement

Innovation 

based

procure-

ment

Data & 

operation 

based 

financing

New PPP 

& Joint 

Ventures

Innovation 

Partner-

ships

Co-

Investment 

schemes

Text



Innovation Ecosystems

Q1: What are the best ways to explain the positive impact of smart / 
connected solutions to citizens, and to raise awareness that cities can be 
used as living labs?

Q2: How can we develop an open and inclusive ecosystem in which every 
stakeholder is aware of their role, responsibility and the benefits.

Q3: How can we fund the development of a local innovation ecosystem through 
public private partnerships?  What role can innovation procurement 
play?

SmartImpact Learning Needs



Activating the Local Innovation Ecosystem for Smart 
Districts

Engage citizens in 
a positive way

Collaborate with SME‘s & 
Universities to spur 
innovation (e.g. by 
providing data)

Include Universities & 
local companies into 
meeting the development 
goals of the city

Setup and maintain a 
positive communication 
process with local 
stakeholders



Mobilising
& partnering 
Stakeholders

Seed funding 
for pilots & 
demonstrators

EC & national 
legislations on 
smart districts

Funding & 
financing 
mechanisms

SC Governance & 
Management

Smartimpact Can Be an Important Puzzle 
Piece in the EC Smart Cities Agenda 



EIP Action Cluster 
Business & Finance!

EIB + SCC initiative 
on Smart City financing 
vehicles

Nudges

ICLEI Instruments for
Sustainability 
Management  

EU Innovation 
Procurement

Co-Creation tools

Best practices 

Own research
needed

Supportive 
regulations & 

incentives

EIP -> Urban 
Platforms

Citynvest

Smart 
financing and 
procurement

Best practices 

Best practices 

SCC1 projects

EIP Action Cluster 
Citizen Focus!

eGovernment Toolkit (ITU)

Best practices 

Data integration 
& 

e-Government

Morgenstadt
Initiative

Own research
needed

Local 
Innovation-
ecosystem 

Own research
needed

Organizational 
Development 



Integrated Action Plans & Urbact Local Groups (ULGs)

Prior to the meeting partners :

•Initiated a first ULG Meeting to internally discuss the focus of the IAP and ULG. The product of 
this meeting was a “rough” roadmap for the IAP within the partner city. 

•Identified a key theme for their city 
•Highlight changes, new developments since the last meeting. Including current challenges
where not sure how to proceed or where there are problems with local support
•Produce two slides for the meeting

1. A vision - the focus for your IAP 
2. One main goal for your city ULG - who is involved and who to include in future

• A slide deck of the outcomes for this exercise is available separately

• Self assessment exercise – at the meeting partners mapped their current status re 
their Integrated Action Plan and Urbact Local Group.



Where are we now? Self Assessment @ June 2016
Integrated Action Plan

We have fully planned 
the rest of the project 

with topics, goals, 
activities & deliverables

We have defined 
goals & content of 

the IAP but no 
activities

We have vaguely agreed 
broad topics but not 

defined concrete goals and 
milestones

We have fully planned 
the rest of the project 

with topics, goals, 
activities & deliverables

We have defined 
goals & content of 

the IAP but no 
activities

We have vaguely agreed 
broad topics but not 

defined concrete goals and 
milestones

SmartImpact will bring 
systemic and fundamental 

change to my city

SmartImpact will help us 
introduce new processes and 

ways of working

SmartImpact will help us 
generate innovative projects

SmartImpact will not enable 
us to make many changes 

We are lost & need support 
in developing the focus and 

agenda

Eindhoven

Manchester

Stockholm

Zagreb

Smoylan

Guadalajara PortoMiskolc
Dublin

Suceava

SmartImpact will bring 
systemic and fundamental 

change to my city

SmartImpact will help us 
introduce new processes and 

ways of working

SmartImpact will help us 
generate innovative projects

SmartImpact will not enable 
us to make many changes 

We are lost & need support 
in developing the focus and 

agenda

Eindhoven

Guadalajara



Where are we now? Self Assessment @ June 2016#
Urbact Local Groups 

Mayor/Chief Exec & council 
are knowledgeable and fully 

support SmartImpact

Mayor/Chief Exec & council 
likes SmartImpact but does 

not know in detail

Mayor/Chief Exec & council 
know about SmartImpact but 

are not interested

Mayor/Chief Exec & council 
are not aware of SmartImpact

We have a clear agenda 
& everyone knows what 

to do

We have a defined 
group & have started 

discussing content

We have defined roles but 
have not yet met

It is just me without support 
from others

Eindhoven Manchester

Stockholm

Zagreb Smoylan

GuadalajaraPorto

Miskolc Dublin

Suceava



Working Together as a Consortium - Partner Contract



Finance: Claim & Reporting Timetable

Internal Activity Report Finance Claim to URBACT

Reporting Period Deadline Claim Period Deadline to upload
to Synergie

FLC Certificate 
Deadline

Claim Deadline

3 May – 31 Aug 
2016

30 Sept 16
May – Dec 

2016
31 Jan 2017 28 Feb 2017 31 March 2017

1 Sept – 30Nov 2016 31 Dec 2016

1 Dec 16 – 28 Feb 
2017

31 March 2017

Jan – June 
2017

31 July 2017 31 August 2017 30 Sept 2017
1 March – 31 May 
2017

30 June 2017

1 June – 31 Aug 
2017

30 Sept 2017

July – Dec 
2017

31 Jan 2018 28 Feb 2018 31 March 2018
1 Sept – 30 Nov 
2017

31 Dec 2017

1 Dec 17 – 20 Feb 
2018

30 March 2018

Jan – May 
2018

3 May 2018 3 June 2018 3 July 2018
1 March – 3 May 
2018

3 June 2018



A “live” document 

available via 

SmartImpact website 

giving up to date details 

of project progress

SmartImpact

Activity Tracker 



Example of the Innovation Ecosystem - Dublin

Partners visited one of Dublin’s premier co-working spaces. Dogpatch Labs is dedicated to supporting entrepreneurship 

with a  business model that supplies office space to scaling tech start-ups on affordable and flexible terms. It is located in 

the heart of the Dublin Docklands is the historic CHQ Building (Custom House Quay was built in 1820 as part of the 

warehouse system). In 2006 the listed structure was restored by the Dublin Docklands Development Authority at a cost of 

€45M million. By early 2013 80% of the space was still vacant. 

Enter DogPatch with a co-working space for tech startups. Kicked off in September 2011, 5 years later it was so successful 

they have expanded to vault area.  Dogpatch is an excellent example of Dublin’s development of it’s innovation ecosystem. 



Some things we learned about each other at the meeting

• Examples of Eindhoven’s procurement processes

• Dublin are developing a smart procurement checklist – SmartImpact will use to make a best practice 

case study

• Eindhoven lighting system – an example of lighting e.g. colours to influence behaviour

• Data management in Guadalajara and city management via a platform

• Dublin smart bins

• Porto sharing benefits with communities

• Dublin street light procurement to include additional infrastructure on poles – Guadalajara are looking 

at this

• Manchester’s new phase of work opening up on internet of things

• Stockholm’s experience in developing and taking projects through the decision making process 

successfully



What partners said about the event! 

“Yesterday's workshop 

session on our project 

themes was very good and it 

generated very good inputs 

from all of the cities" – Lisa, 

Stockholm

“The key to our success as 

a network will be to uncover 

more best practice and 

produce strong case 

studies” – Jamie, Dublin

“Working in the workshop 

with Porto yesterday was 

really inspiring for the 

Zagreb team. Our added 

value will be in creating 

something new to take this 

work forward in Europe” –

Mirjana, Zagreb

“We can really 

develop and make 

strong messages” 

– Paulo, Porto

“Confident we will learn 

from each other, good and 

bad practice, and gain 

knowledge and experiences 

to help us in our cities” –
Istvan, Miskolc



g.bradley@manchester.gov.uk

http://urbact.eu/smartimpact


